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Growing Anew in Changing Times

Fall 2021 has been a season of reopening, both across our country and on our campus. As researchers began to understand SARS-COV-2, the virus that causes the coronavirus COVID-19, and offer immunizations to protect against it we have an ongoing vaccine clinic on our own campus – the university has begun to return to normal operations after more than a year of closed classrooms, residence halls and dining facilities.

As a public research institution, and a historically Black college and university (HBCU), we took an active role in scientific inquiry during the pandemic and in recovery from it, earning a record $27.5 million in externally funded research, an increase of 17% from 2020. Included in that amount is $1.1 million from the U.S. Department of Agriculture to support the 1890 Center of Excellence for Student Success and Workforce Development (SSWD), a multi-institutional consortium designed to improve the recruitment, retention and graduation of diverse students in the food, agriculture, natural resources and human (FANH) sciences. The CAES is leading that consortium, a top initiative among land-grant HBCUs, to produce the next generation of diverse leaders in key agricultural professions. You’ll read about the SSWD Center in this issue.

The pandemic also brought on new challenges for the state’s growers and those who work with them in the supply chain. We turned our attention to researching the economics of growing industrial hemp, one of North Carolina’s budding cash crops, to provide better advice for growers seeking to understand the market for this new crop. We also experimented with ways to help industry provide healthier, lower-cost foods for the marketplace, including probiotic-rich yogurt and the use of nanoencapsulation technology to increase foods’ nutritive qualities.

The doors to our research labs have also reopened and our field sites have begun to grow again. The ribbon-cutting ceremony for our $6 million, 17,000 square foot Extension and Research Farm Pavilion, held in September, literally opened the doors to the university’s largest community engagement, research and teaching facility. In the years to come, we’ll grow this facility and plan for other expansion at our 492-acre University Farm, including an amphitheater, a community and urban food complex with a creamery, research labs, classrooms; and a small business incubator, allowing us to reach more people, hold more workshops and engage more stakeholders.

As the largest 1890 land-grant college of agriculture in the nation, we are growing ideas and harvesting innovation. We invite you to explore the research topics in this magazine, and then, join us as we open new doors.

Sincerely,

Shirley Hymon-Parker
“A dream 20 years in the making” was realized at N.C. A&T’s 492-acre farm on Sept. 21 as local, state and national dignitaries lined up to cut the ribbon and open its CAES Extension and Research Farm Pavilion.

The $6 million, 17,000 square foot facility, built with funds from USDA’s National Institute of Food and Agriculture, will be used to conduct research and deliver educational programming to students, farmers and community members. It includes a 500-seat auditorium, classrooms, labs, a conference room and a kitchen.

“This is a big moment in the life of our university, because what we do here today, in opening this facility, is symbolic of our role as a land-grant university,” said Chancellor Harold L. Martin Sr., Ph.D. “The farm has been a critical research and educational asset to the university since its inception in 1904. This is an expansion of that role.”

Greensboro Mayor Nancy Vaughan, N.C. Agriculture Commissioner Steve Troxler and District 1 Councilwoman Sharon Hightower joined Martin; Mohamed Ahmedna,
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Ph.D., dean of the College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences; Andy Perkins, associate vice chancellor for facilities; Leon Moses, farm superintendent; and animal sciences student Tahirah Jones, president of the university’s chapter of the national association Minorities in Agriculture, Natural Resources and Related Sciences (MANRRS), in opening the state-of-the-art Pavilion.

“This Pavilion makes this beautiful farm not only the university’s largest classroom and largest laboratory, but also its largest community engagement space,” Ahmedna said. “As the largest college of agriculture among 1890s universities, we take our commitment to research, teaching and Extension very seriously. This building demonstrates that commitment.”

The Pavilion’s opening also marks a major step in a building boom at the farm, Ahmedna said. In the next years, NIFA will provide financial support for additional projects planned for the space, including an amphitheater; a community and urban food complex with a dairy, research labs, classrooms; and a small business incubator. The dairy unit’s planned expansion will allow it to create such A&T-branded products as “Aggie Ice Cream”, milk and butter.

Already, the college has opened student and community gardens near the Pavilion as part of the planned expansion.

These projects will be important economic drivers for east Greensboro, said Vaughan.

“N.C. A&T and the city of Greensboro are intertwined,” Vaughan said, “In a city challenged by food insecurity, to be able to have a land-grant institution like A&T right here with the innovations they’re making, are...
all going to have a major impact on the city.”

Originally opening in 1904 to be a source of food and milk for the campus cafeteria, the farm has “produced” ever since. It generates not only food for the community – last year, the farm donated a record 21,500 pounds of vegetables to four area food pantries – but also research on sustainable agriculture and natural resources conservation, such as swine waste research and soil conservation; animal science, such as research into food animals’ likelihood of contracting SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes the COVID-19 disease; and potential new crops, such as ginger, truffles and industrial hemp, that have the potential to improve farmers’ bottom lines and boost the state’s $95.9 billion agricultural impact.

And the farm helps to feed hungry minds. Most years, more than 1,000 school-age children tour the farm; it’s also a source of internships and work-related research for university students.

“The college is to be commended on opening this building, which will be so important in helping to deliver programs to stakeholders across the state and the nation,” said Jewel Bronaugh, Ph.D., USDA deputy secretary of agriculture, who praised the college in recorded remarks at the opening ceremony.

Steve Troxler, N.C commissioner of agriculture, thanked the college and the farm’s staff for its excellence.
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Steve Troxler, the N.C. commissioner of agriculture, acknowledges the accomplishments of the N.C. A&T University Farm during the ceremony. "I congratulate A&T for its work with small farms," he said.

Greensboro Mayor Nancy Vaughan provides greetings during the ceremony. "The innovations A&T is making ... are going to have a major impact on the city," she said.

“This farm is the best in North Carolina. I ought to know because the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services runs 18 research farms," Troxler said. "When I came and toured the farm recently, I was blown away. I congratulate A&T for its work with small farms and for our work together.”

The new building projects will be watched closely by Farm Superintendent Leon Moses, who started working at the farm when he was an undergraduate student. Earlier this year, he celebrated 45 years of engagement with the farm.

“This building is a dream 20 years in the making,” said Moses. “When I think of how many people the farm has changed, and of all the people who have become great by first stepping foot on this land, it makes me proud. I’m proud of the entire university, but I’m the most proud of this place and the direction in which it’s growing.”
FIVE TO 10 THOUSAND YEARS AGO, when the first cow, goat or sheep herders in Mesopotamia discovered that they could not only eat the fermented milk that their warm climate had produced, but that they could make it tasty, the culinary world gained an asset: yogurt was born.

This ancient food, thought to have been eaten as long as milk-producing animals have been domesticated, not only enabled milk to be preserved through fermentation, which turns it into yogurt or cheese. It also proved to have numerous health benefits as an excellent source of protein, calcium and probiotics.

By the 20th century, yogurt had hit the big time, having migrated to Europe with travelers from Arabia, Turkey, India and Russia in the Middle Ages, then gone around the world as both a creamy, fruity breakfast and snack essential and a nutritious cooking staple. The purpose of the fermentation process that creates yogurt had turned from simply preserving the milk product, to selling it.
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Food scientist Salam Ibrahim, Ph.D., in the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences, has researched yogurt and its benefits for the past 22 years, and has witnessed much of yogurt’s progression from niche health food to dairy aisle powerhouse. Within this evolution, he has seen issues arise for the industry.

“Selling yogurt in commercial production calls for consistency,” he said. “Consistency is the key to making a product acceptable to consumers. Modern yogurt production involves culturing milk with live bacteria, which produce lactic acid, which coagulates the milk proteins and makes the milk ferment. That cultured bacteria must be grown in the same way, every time.”

That consistency starts with a reliable, nutritious, inexpensive media in which to grow Lactobacillus bulgaricus and other forms of lactic acid-producing bacteria that cause fermentation. A quality medium provides the consistency to give producers control of their final product. But therein lies the problem: although many media, including milk, whey and soy, have been used through the years, in the modern era, they are all either too expensive or too allergen-producing to be ideal for commercial production.

In the industry’s conundrum, Ibrahim sees an opportunity to boost both the product’s health benefits and North Carolina’s economy. He and his departmental research partner, Tahl Zimmerman, have developed a patent-pending process of growing Lactobacillus bulgaricus, one of the bacteria that cause fermentation, in a media made from byproducts of the sweet potato.

“In industry, cultured bacteria has been grown in the same way for years: in a media that can be carefully controlled, called the “mother.” For years, that media was milk, and as long as milk’s cost was low, that was fine,” Ibrahim said.

“In the 1980s, milk prices started to
rise, and the industry started looking for alternatives. It settled on whey, a byproduct of milk. But by the 1990s, healthy bacteria called probiotics had become popular food additives, and so the industry no longer had to simply culture bacteria for cheese and yogurt. It needed to grow bacteria in such a way as to grow a high cell mass of viable cultures for the consumer to get the optimal health benefit. In addition, the cells had to have high enzymatic activity to stay alive a long time to get to market. All of these factors became challenges to maintaining good products.

Even as the industry has moved forward, many challenges have remained, Ibrahim said, and the 20-year quest for an alternative media has been his focus.

“In order to grow good bacteria, you have to have three nutrients: a nitrogen source, a carbon source and a buffer, such as a phosphate, to make sure they reach a high cell number,” he said. “We worked with several things through the years. But then, I thought of the sweet potato.”

High in nutrients, low in calories, this popular tuber is North Carolina’s top crop and official vegetable. In 2019, N.C. grew nearly 2 billion pounds of sweet potatoes which brought nearly $375 million to the state economy, according the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In fact, the Tarheel state accounts for 50% of the national supply and grows more than 95,000 acres a year, nearly 30,000 more than the next closest growers, California and Mississippi.

“We have a lot of sweet potatoes – so many that 20% are left in the field as being damaged, irregular in shape, or too small,” he said. “Also, when sweet potatoes are processed, byproducts are created, such as the peel or the ends. But these are all high in potassium, nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus and the micronutrients essential to bacteria growth. That caught my attention.

“I thought, what if we could extract nutrients from sweet potato byproducts and create a low-cost, water-based liquid that could be used as a medium for growing Lactobacillus bulgaricus and other beneficial bacteria that could be used as probiotics or supplements for other foods?”

Ibrahim and Zimmerman have been working with the food industry for several years, and the work has been successful. The liquid media that they have created from sweet potato byproducts has proved to not only grow high numbers of bacteria, but to grow faster-replicating, longer-surviving, better functioning bacteria that can be used as probiotics, they said.

“There are alternatives out there now, but they’re not so good,” Zimmerman said. “Past efforts to create such a media in a sustainable way have ultimately failed because they invariably rely on expensive chemical or enzymatic processes that require a high amount of energy from the grower. Our technology is a purely mechanical
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process that requires few other inputs, and it supports more viable cells, better.”

The rise of consumer demand for probiotics, or beneficial bacteria, as food supplements has produced its own challenges for the food industry. These high-functioning bacteria must not only grow well, but also have long shelf lives so that consumers get their full benefit.

“The probiotics industry uses bacteria as medicine,” Ibrahim said. “One problem they’ve had is that an animal product-based media, such as whey, and the familiar vegan substitute soy, each have the potential to be an allergen. A sweet-potato media is plant-based and can be marketed as vegan, but doesn’t have the allergenic potential.”

Working with the Office of Intellectual Property Development at N.C. A&T, Ibrahim and Zimmerman have applied to patent their process, which can benefit both farmers and industry.

“Adopting this technology would mean that farmers could find another market for their discarded goods, food processors could use sweet potato byproducts that are now discarded, and the industry, which is searching for new technologies, could manufacture plant-based probiotics in a sustainable, affordable way,” Zimmerman said.

Ibrahim and Zimmerman have obtained a two-year, $50,000 grant from the National Science Foundation to work with potential industry partners on their needs. Their collaborative efforts are beginning to pay off with interest from the industry, Ibrahim said.

“The yogurt industry has a problem. We think we have an answer for them,” Ibrahim said. “The basic research is over; now we’re designing the equipment and working with partners’ particular needs. We’re very excited. Anything is possible.”
The trouble with truffles – the pricey, edible soil fungus synonymous with nose-to-the-ground dogs and flavorful dinners in five-star restaurants – is that they’re hard to grow. Soil and water conditions must be managed. The weather must be moderate. The tree host must be in good health. If it’s too hot, too wet, too dry, too cool, or any of an assortment of more nebulous conditions that even experts can’t always pinpoint, they won’t grow.

With so much effort – and money – required to get into the truffle business, the whole proposition may seem like a waste of time; indeed, most attempts at establishing truffle orchards in the U.S. have failed, despite millions of dollars of investment. But the payoff for a successful truffle harvest can make it all worthwhile. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 2021 National Retail Report for specialty crops, truffles can sell for hundreds of dollars a pound; the most celebrated varieties can sell for more than $1,000 per pound.

Omon Isikhuemhen, Ph.D., a mycologist in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Design in the College of Agriculture and Environmental Design, has devoted much of his career to the study of mushrooms and truffles. A respected specialist in shiitake cultivation who has helped North Carolina farmers get into mushroom cultivation, Isikhuemhen now wants to do the same for truffles, helping the state’s farmers take advantage of the demand for this high-value commodity.

He and his team have succeeded where others have failed thanks to their willingness to experiment with the type of truffle, the kind of tree and a secret inoculation mixture Isikhuemhen said came to him in a dream. With this mix, he was able to generate an estimated 200 pounds of truffles in 2019 for a grower in Warren County, catching the industry’s attention worldwide.

Now, he and his team are working to build on that success. “It’s our goal that North Carolina will become the largest truffle-producing state in the nation,” Isikhuemhen said. “Right now, we have new
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grant to try to expand the host range for the white truffle *Tuber borchii*. We are also trying to research and improve on various aspects of the technology to improve on yield from fields in different parts of the Southeast using various host trees. We want to learn which microclimates and soil dynamics are the most conducive."

Truffles are found underground near tree roots, similar to an underground mushroom. But unlike that biological cousin, it’s not always apparent when, or if, they’re present. Dogs, or in some countries, pigs, can sniff them out from the aroma they produce; described as “earthy, pungent, musky” thanks to pheromones and other compounds they make, it’s the aroma that sells the truffle, even moreso than the taste.

And they need time. Often grown from trees whose roots have been intentionally inoculated with truffle spores, truffles can take five to nine years to start producing. According to experts, it can cost $25,000 an acre to set up a truffle orchard; even then, there’s no guarantee of a successful harvest. Truffles only grow on certain species of tree; to grow significant numbers of them, farmers must grow both the tree and the fungus, and encourage them to work together symbiotically.

Truffle culturing was popular in centuries past, but revived worldwide in the 1970s when France and Italy hit the jackpot by finding the right conditions to grow black winter truffles and white truffles, two varieties for which those countries have become famous. Prospective growers in the U.S. tried to follow suit in the late 1990s, but despite millions of dollars in investment, most of those attempts failed for reasons that were unclear, according to experts.

Isikhuemhen became interested in truffles during this time, and watched as North Carolina put together a team of researchers to develop an industry for the black winter truffles called the Perigord, after the region of France where they are commonly grown.

Unimpressed by the high-value, but notoriously finicky and slow-growing Perigord truffles, he instead decided to try growing a variety of white truffle called the Bianchetto on the roots of loblolly pines, the standard timber tree in the Southeast, he used his own growth media to inoculate the roots of the pine seedlings with truffle spores before they are planted. A medium-sized player in the truffle world, the Bianchetto had been overlooked, according to Isikhuemhen, in the industry’s rush to the pricer European varieties. But the
Bianchetto, known as Tuber borchii, which sells for around $500 per pound, seems to tolerate conditions in the American Southeast and grow well on pine trees, two factors that drew Isikhuemhen’s attention.

Isikhuemhen and his industry partner Nancy Rosborough, chief executive officer of Burlington company Mycorrhiza Biotech, announced a breakthrough truffle harvest in 2017 using his method of inoculation, and Mycorrhiza became the first grower in North America to produce Bianchetto truffles on loblolly pines.

“We did the research, then moved to the field, and now, we have truffles,” Isikhuemhen said at the time.

Other growers and the culinary market were slow to warm up to the idea, however; the team was forced to wait to celebrate until two years later, when Isikhuemhen, Rosborough and their client Thomas Edward Powell III experienced spectacular success with Powell’s truffle orchard at Burwell Farms in Warren County. Powell is the owner of LabCorp, the world’s largest clinical diagnostics company; after joining forces with Rosborough and Isikhuemhen in 2010, he was rewarded with a 30-pound Bianchetto truffle harvest in 2019.

Expecting a few hundred truffles from his two-acre plot, Powell and his chief scientific officer, Richard Franks, reaped a few thousand instead using the microbial system devised by Isikhuemhen which, he said, grows truffles five times faster than any other.

That success was highlighted by author Rowan Jacobsen, whose article “Has the American truffle finally broken through?” appeared in Smithsonian magazine this year.

For an agricultural state like North Carolina, where growers are still recovering economically from the demise of the tobacco market, truffles can be a niche crop – particularly for small and limited-resource farmers, Rosborough said.

“You can make enough to save the family farm,” said Rosborough, whose company Mycorrhiza Biotech is named for the botanical term for the symbiotic relationship between the truffle – the fruiting body of the fungus – and the host plant. Rosborough knows family farms well; a native of Washington, D.C., she moved in 2005 to the farm her mother had grown up on in Gibsonville, and immediately noticed that the area’s small farms were losing ground to suburbs.

Motivated by her desire to save the area’s family farms, including her own, Rosborough found Isikhuemhen while searching for potential crops to grow, and the two have partnered ever since.

Now, with their truffle triumph secure, they are helping Burwell Farms expand its truffle orchard; Mycorrhiza Biotech has more customers; and Rosborough has planted some truffles on her own farm.

“We were never doing this just to make money,” Rosborough told Smithsonian magazine. “The goal has always been to get this technology into the hands of small farmers. If, in a few years, there are 50 farmers in each of the Southeastern states growing truffles on small plots and using that money to hold onto their land, then we can say it worked.”

INSET: Bianchetto truffles have proven to be adaptable to N.C. climate changes and grow well on pine tree roots.
Beatrice Dingha, Ph.D., a researcher and professor in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Design, works with a team of students who are examining how hemp benefits from intercropping.
For some farmers, hemp sounds like the cash crop of their dreams. Since Congress made hemp farming legal in 2018, it has been the hot new topic in agriculture, bringing hope to North Carolina farmers still recovering financially from the decline of the tobacco industry. The fast-growing plant can yield seeds, flowers, fibers and oil, all of which can theoretically fetch high prices on the hemp market — enticing thousands to try growing it.

But there’s one problem for current and future hemp farmers: it’s a new field, with little long-term research to guide eager farmers on their journey.

Enter the College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences, which is performing research that ultimately will educate farmers on commercial hemp production. Researchers are studying a variety of aspects of hemp farming — from pests and pollination to production and profits — to help growers maximize the crop’s potential and minimize the risks associated with growing it.
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As they reach conclusions, the researchers will share their findings with farmers and agricultural Extension agents through symposia, seminars, pamphlets, websites and other means — all with the goal of painting a full picture of the realities of hemp production.

“The plant has a lot of potential, but people are jumping into something without considering what they need to do first,” said Obed Quaicoe, Ph.D., an assistant professor in the Department of Agribusiness, Applied Economics and Agriscience Education.

His team is using a $500,000 grant from the USDA’s Agriculture and Food Research Initiative to examine the financial risks of growing hemp.

Hemp is one of the oldest cultivated plants in the world, once grown in fields owned by George Washington and Thomas Jefferson. But there’s not a wide body of research on the best conditions for growing hemp, the pests it attracts or the economic ramifications for farmers growing it.

With good reason. For most of the last 100 years, it was illegal to grow hemp, which made it impossible to study the plant’s biology or its potential as a crop. Hemp comes from cannabis, the same plant that produces marijuana. And though it’s legal once again to grow hemp in North Carolina, marijuana is a different story. State officials regularly test hemp farmers’ plants for tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC. If a cannabis plant contains more than .3 percent THC, then it’s marijuana and must be destroyed.

That’s just one of the risks of hemp farming. Others include pests, mold and market saturation, which is where Quaicoe’s interests lie. Too many farmers are investing time and money into growing a crop they know little about, he said. As of August 2021, there are 1,500 hemp growers licensed through the state’s Industrial Hemp Commission; however, according to Quaicoe, many of those farmers have been so excited about the potential that they failed to line up buyers, which has been financially devastating for some.

“You have all this output from farmers and literally not enough people to buy the flowers or the fiber from them to process,” he said. “When that happens, it chokes the market. And if you don’t get a good price, you get your head underwater.”
Obed Quaicoe, Ph.D., assistant professor in the Department of Agribusiness, Applied Economics and Agriscience Education, is examining the financial risks of growing hemp. “Usually, we research a crop first, then educate farmers, then they grow. With hemp, it went backwards,” he said.

The Benefits of Intercropping
Beatrice Dingha, Ph.D., often finds herself walking through rows of hemp at the N.C. A&T Farm, inspecting the plants, monitoring the soil, keeping an eye out for bees and bugs, her specialty.

Dingha, a research associate professor in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Design, is examining how hemp benefits from intercropping — growing two or more other crops so close together that they interact biologically. The research is being funded in part by a $230,000 grant from the Southern Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education, which promotes sustainable farming practices.

Dingha and her team are using three crops for this grant-funded research: hemp, cowpeas (better known as black-eyed peas) and either okra, squash or watermelon, which are dependent on bees for pollination.

The bees are an important part of Dingha’s research, and not just because she’s an entomologist. Bees seek out cowpeas for nectar. The more pollinators there are in the fields, the greater the cowpeas’ yield. And that means more nitrogen in the soil, something needed to produce a healthy hemp crop. Dingha is experimenting with four varieties of cannabis plants to see which one reacts best.

“If we can have cowpeas that produce nitrogen, then we might be able to cut down on the amount of fertilizer that we use,” she said. “That’s a big impact, since farmers won’t have to spend as much money on fertilizer.”

Her team’s research has another important implication for hemp farmers: it demonstrates the importance of farmers having a second or third crop to sell income if something happens to the hemp.

“They should not rely only on hemp, because we all know that hemp is a delicate crop,” she said.
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Perfecting Production

A delicate crop, indeed. It needs the right temperature, the appropriate amount of fertilizer, the correct irrigation, the proper protection from pests and weeds. Any variations, and the crop could fail, costing farmers their livelihoods until next season.

Ghasem Shahbazi, Ph.D., a professor in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Design, has spent the last four years investigating the optimal growing conditions for hemp — specifically what varieties produce the best CBD oil. The agricultural and biological engineer, who specializes in bioenergy research and product development, is a member of the N.C. A&T Industrial Hemp Team, which is now in the second phase of research funded in part by a grant from the USDA Evans-Allen Research Program.

Like the other researchers in the college, Shahbazi’s goal is helping farmers remove the guesswork from planting, cultivating and selling this often-misunderstood plant.

“Some people by nature only look at the positive side,” he said. “They only look at the price and potential and income and say, ‘Wow. I need to jump in there with both feet.’ But a lot of people couldn’t sell their hemp in years past because of the lower quality, or because of a lack of connection with a buyer.”

The first phase of the team’s work began with Arnab Bhowmik, Ph.D., the assistant professor of soil science and soil microbiology who is responsible for the part of the research that takes place on the farm. He planted two varieties known for their production of buds that produce high quality CBD oil to assess what grows best under what circumstances.

With grown plants in hand, Shahbazi extracted and purified the CBD oil, running it again and again through the university’s small-scale biorefinery machine. The second phase, which began in 2020, is focusing on how the quality of the soil impacts the quality of the CBD oil.

Results from both phases will help farmers choose their varieties more wisely — and temper their expectations.

“We tell them that they need to be careful,” Shahbazi said. “Usually in these situations, there are people who have a lot of money that they can throw at risky things. Farmers don’t have unlimited money to throw at risky things.”
By knitting together grants, creative thinking, and new partnerships, as well as adapting existing programs, faculty and staff in the College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences at N.C. A&T is grooming the next generation of agricultural leaders.

No one way will work, said Shirley Hymon-Parker, Ph.D., the college’s associate dean for research. “With all of the challenges we are facing now and those to come, our land-grant universities have to ensure they are doing those things needed to prepare students so they are ready with creative and research-based solutions,” Hymon-Parker said. “This is still part of our mission to ensure that we are accessible, adaptable and preparing students for tomorrow.”

Only half the number of students needed to fill the more than 60,000 food and agriculture-related jobs available annually graduate each year. As such, yeoman’s efforts are required to fill that gap and ensure that the workforce is diverse and inclusive. While universities are working individually, they are also working collectively and collaboratively to ensure the U.S. of a globally competitive workforce.

One of A&T’s centerpiece efforts was securing an additional grant from the United States Department of Agriculture to host the 1890 Center of Excellence for Student Success and Workforce Development. The initial center funding came in 2020 for $1.6 million, with an additional $1.1 million netted last year.

The center is one of a maximum of six national centers launched in celebration of the Second Morrill Act of 1890. This thinktank, in partnership with Florida A&M, Fort Valley State, Lincoln, Tuskegee and Virginia State universities, the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff and the University of Maryland Eastern Shore, will also serve the entire 1890 land-grant university system.

The center’s overall objective will be to serve as a hub that will develop and test programs designed to attract, retain, graduate and place minority students in careers in the food, agriculture, natural resources and human sciences and related fields. The center will:

- Provide STEM and experiential learning opportunities to high school students.
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• Recruit, retain, mentor and graduate first-generation, underrepresented students at 1890 universities.
• Deliver workforce development experiences to enhance the pipeline from secondary to postsecondary to graduate programs to careers.
• Develop strategies to integrate emerging technology into the academic curriculum.

Cooperative Extension will play a vital role in the center’s activities using its 4-H program as fertile ground to help young people connect to agriculture-based careers and opportunities.

To date, the center, initially known as the Center of Excellence to Motivate and Educate for Achievement (MEA), has assisted more than 1,400 students, introduced more than 65 technologies and hosted 86 training workshops.

With additional support from USDA’s National Institute of Food and Agriculture, the college offered partial scholarships to 70 freshmen and transfer students seeking degrees in food and agriculture this summer. These one-year, $2,000 scholarships are part of a federal, 1890 land-grant scholarship program providing more than $19 million to the nation’s 19 historically black land-grant universities.

This new 1890 Scholarship Program, coupled with the existing 1890 Agricultural Scholars program, should increase the talent pipeline for the next generation of agricultural workforce leaders and scientists, said Carrie Castille, NIFA director.

“We need the brightest minds from across all areas and cultures in our society to be represented, Castille said, adding that the NIFA scholarship programs help that goal become attainable.

Recently A&T partnered with N.C. Virtual Public Schools to offer two agriculture-related classes to middle and high-school students statewide.

Virtually, students can take two courses from A&T: one in animal science and one in food and nutritional science. This is a critical gain for districts that don’t offer these classes in person.

“Many agriculture courses were cut in a curriculum shift in the late 1980s, and individual schools districts don’t have the funds to supply them on their own,” said Brandon Simmons of N.C. VPS.

After two years of work and coordination, the classes were available early this summer. Almost 350 students, 192 in food and nutrition and 156 in animal science, have signed up for or are taking the classes. Funding to develop the programs and initial courses was available through a USDA Capacity Building Grant.

The project was part of a three-year $299,800 grant to create the classes for high school students and develop student ambassadors, a coordinated social media campaign, and implement a student retention program entitled Guaranteed 4.0.

The final centerpiece for building the next generation of agriculture professionals is the continuation of the Research Apprenticeship Program (RAP), which pairs high school students with CAES researchers for a residential, campus-based summer internship.

COVID-19 canceled the program in 2020, but RAP was switched to a virtual program for 2021. But the change did not halt the work nor dampen the enthusiasm of this cohort of students.
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The final centerpiece for building the next generation of agriculture professionals is the continuation of the Research Apprenticeship Program (RAP), which pairs high school students with CAES researchers for a residential, campus-based summer internship.

COVID-19 canceled the program in 2020, but RAP was switched to a virtual program for 2021. But the change did not halt the work nor dampen the enthusiasm of this cohort of students.
From studying insects and biochars to cloning Mimi the brown mouse, RAP students worked individually and as a team with selected research faculty members.

A critical part of the program is getting students to understand the research process and see themselves as part of solving a real-life crisis, much like developing the COVID-19 vaccinations, said Hymon-Parker. Additionally, she added, they need to see research as fun and profitable.

“Research was an intimidating concept because of the misconception of having to do the studies alone or the pressure of always being correct,” said Kayia Morrow, a RAP student from Greensboro, NC, during her final presentation. “This program has shown that there are teams that develop relationships for years and work together to make mistakes and develop solutions to worldwide programs.”

Or added Tara Lepore, a rising high school senior from Hubert, NC. “… One of my favorite parts of this experience was learning how it’s not just one department. Everything moves and develops together. The amount of real-life field research done is so exciting. In high school, we don’t do much of any field work, so I’m excited to get to A&T and start real-life research.”

In addition to these efforts, A&T has a Multicultural Scholars program and is enhancing and creating new doctoral programs focused on today’s agricultural challenges.

No one program will be the magic elixir, said Hymon-Parker. Still, as the population swells, producers deal with climate changes, depletion of resources and political shifts and technologies emerge, colleges and universities must embrace the challenges and opportunities ahead.

“We can’t watch agriculture change and not change how we are preparing the next generation of professionals,” said Hymon-Parker. “The world is changing. The students are changing and we’re making adjustments and adaptations, so we remain relevant and ready.”
ADDING VALUE:

One professor is using nanoscience to combat foodborne listeria

llw@ncat.edu
Ask any scientist who studies foodborne illnesses to name the bacteria, virus or parasite that causes them the most sleepless nights, and near the top of their list will be these two scary words: *listeria monocytogenes*.

Present in soil and water, the bacteria called *listeria* wreaks a kind of havoc that goes well beyond the garden-variety “I think I ate some bad potato salad” illness that all of us have experienced at one time or another. What starts as flu-like symptoms up to a month after ingesting it can progress to confusion, loss of balance and convulsions as the listeriosis infection spreads throughout the body. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, *listeria* is the third leading cause of food poisoning-related deaths in the U.S., killing about 260 of the roughly 1,600 people who ingest it. It’s especially deadly for newborns, the elderly and people with compromised immune systems.

In 2020, for example, deli meat containing listeria infected a dozen people in Florida, Louisiana, Massachusetts and New York. All 12 were hospitalized, and one died.

Leonard Williams, Ph.D., from the College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences is director and professor of food safety and microbiology at N.C. A&T’s Center for Excellence in Post-Harvest Technologies on the North Carolina Research Campus in Kannapolis. He and one of his doctoral students, Akbar Bahrami, are joining researchers in the U.S. and abroad to consider the impact that antimicrobial compounds could have on protecting consumers from listeria.

The work was funded in part by a grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National Institute for Food and Agriculture.

The research, now in its early stages, eventually will explore how to achieve this through encapsulated technologies, which in this situation means embedding antimicrobials directly into the food or the packaging. The process makes use of nanoscience, the use of ultra-small particles to enhance properties.

Food companies have been using microencapsulation or nanoencapsulation for years to add flavor, aroma or even nutritional value to foods. And food scientists have tried various methods over the years to control the growth of listeria in food — including sterilization, which can change the way the food looks or tastes; and heat, which can’t be used on fresh fruits and vegetables.

Using encapsulated technologies to combat *listeria* is something new. It also has the potential to save lives.

“This is a very, very long-term project, and there are so many avenues that we’re going to explore,” said Williams, a Greensboro native and graduate of Ben L. Smith High School. “Before we actually go deep into the nanoscience, we have to know how the actual strains (of listeria) respond to those antimicrobials.”

### Testing for pathogens

So first things first: Williams’ team had to go grocery shopping.

By his count, his students and research
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assistants brought into the lab more than 6,000 food samples — eggs, cheeses, milk, dried foods, leafy vegetables, ready-to-eat products and more — from grocery stores, farmers markets and roadside stands. “We’re trying right now to get a profile of all the foods that are considered to be high risk for listeria and look at the prevalence and incidence of listeria in these products,” he said.

Then they tested the samples for listeria monocytogenes, the most deadly form of listeria, but also looked for four other dangerous strains through a process called genotyping. The positivity rate was .9%, which is roughly the national average. But listeria is a zero-tolerance pathogen, which means none of the samples should contain the bacteria.

With those positive samples in hand — the gloved hands of heavily protected scientists, mind you — the team sets out to find how resistant the five different strains of listeria are to antimicrobials. “Research has shown that one strain of listeria does not respond the same way to treatments that another strain of listeria does,” Williams said.

He and the other researchers conduct highly complex rounds of antibiotic testing on the listeria samples. Among the things they’re considering: Are naturally occurring antimicrobials more effective than synthetic ones? What’s the minimum concentration necessary to kill 50% of the listeria? To kill 90%? What other foods might interfere with the antimicrobial’s impact? How long are time-released antimicrobials effective? How do these antimicrobials hold up under environmental stressors, such as thermal processing?

**A bright future**

The work already has led to nine different academic papers. For example, some early findings, published in Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition, show that encapsulation strategies may be more effective against listeria than naturally occurring antimicrobials, which are scarcer, more expensive and less stable.

And the team isn’t done; Williams emphasizes that this is slow, incremental work. But eventually, he said the research could lead to a patent for a new kind of encapsulated technology that adds listeria-fighting microbes into food or onto packaging by coating it with...
antimicrobial nanoparticles.

Across the world, other scientists are doing similar work on other types of foodborne pathogens, he said. The technology has great potential, according to Williams, particularly in a culture that values easily accessible packaged foods.

“There are researchers out there who are focusing a great deal of their attention and time on trying to develop rapid methods to detect and control pathogens in ready-to-eat food products,” he said. “It takes time to develop these technologies. We still have a lot of work to do, but the future is extremely bright when it comes to developing new value-added products that are safe for consumption and can be readily consumed with very minimum heating.”

Dustin Smith, Williams’ lab assistant, runs through his daily observations as he collects research information.
MENTION “LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE” IN CONVERSATION, and the thoughts of many will turn to bright green lawns edged by manicured, blooming bushes and trees. But landscape architecture is more than “landscaping,” the maintenance of a space. It’s about its design and function, a mix of natural and built features that achieve a certain purpose.

For landscape designer, writer, artist, professor and community planner Walter Hood ’81, that purpose lies in using research, and an understanding of an area, to connect its modern needs with its history and culture. He likens this philosophy to a ‘palimpsest,’ a term which literally refers to a manuscript that has been erased and written over, but with the original writing still visible. In Hood’s practice, it means unearthing a place’s past like an archaeologist, turning up events, names and physical remains of bygone eras to inform his designs.

“Architecture contains the detritus of civilization,” Hood says. “A lot of places inhabited by people of color have literally been
wiped away. We can resurrect those places and those contributions, pair them with a contemporary need, and as designers, we can begin to weave them together so that people today can see how we all contribute to the world.”

Hood has spent a lifetime integrating people with public spaces, particularly urban ones, and particularly for populations in need of a voice. In doing so, he may have become one of N.C. A&T’s most esteemed alumni.

In 2019, he became one of 26 honorees awarded a fellowship by the MacArthur Foundation, nicknamed the “Genius Grant,” for “creating ecologically sustainable urban spaces that resonate with and enrich the lives of current residents while also honoring communal histories,” according to the award’s committee.

The same year, he was honored as a Knight Public Spaces Fellow by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, and also received the Dorothy and Lillian Gish Prize, named for the American actress-directors, for ”making beauty in the world.”

This year, he has been named a member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, a
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Senior Loeb Scholar at Harvard University and
a United States Artists Fellow.

“Enough awards!” Hood says, laughing. “I
need to get back to work.”

Hood, who founded Hood Design Studio,
Inc. in Oakland, CA in 1992, earned his
undergraduate degree and got his start in
the inaugural class of N.C. A&T’s landscape
architecture program. But according to Hood,
the university gave him a great deal more than
his first degree and a set of skills.

“A&T was highly touted as a place where
a person of color could go and feel at home,
and it gave me courage that I didn’t know I
was getting,” he said. “A neighbor of mine
growing up had played football at A&T, and
that was a big reason for my going there – he
was larger than life, and I was almost following
in his footsteps. When you’re young, it’s very
persuasive to see someone who came from your
same context doing these things, and you want
to do the same.

“It was amazing to be around so many
kinds of people, a whole kaleidoscope of
Blackness. At the time I didn’t know it, but it
was shaping my worldview.”

In his freshman year in 1977, the
landscape architecture program didn’t exist.
Hood was drawn to art, but as a first-generation
college student, “art was not a realistic major,”
he said. So, he became an architectural
engineering major.

“During that time, Dr. Charles Fountain
was putting the landscape architecture program
together and gave a series of talks about the
curriculum, and I was drawn right away to the
artistry of it. Architectural engineering was
more about math and drafting, but landscape
architecture had this other creativity that was
much more intriguing to me.”

Fountain became Hood’s mentor, helping
him with classes and giving him a summer job
working on a landscape preserve that he was
creating with an architect from Korea.

“He saw something in me that I didn’t
know I had,” Hood said. “That summer,
I planted a one-mile-long hedge of abelia
grandiflora all by myself, and I took an art
history course. Those two events changed me
because one taught me rigor while the other
showed me that I needed more liberal arts in
my life, which informs my practice now. So
that was the beginning.

“The year before my senior year, Dr.
Fountain persuaded me to take a semester off
and take a co-op job with the National Parks
Service in Asheville. That also changed me,
because even though I was probably the only
person of color in the building in 1980, being
able to hone my skills gave me a proficiency
that I probably wouldn’t have reached
otherwise. Knowing that I had the skills gave
me courage.”

Hood’s time on campus was marked by
both fun and rigor.

“Campus social life was amazing. The
music, sports and culture circulating at an
HBCU were really heady. My freshman year, I
almost lost my scholarship, but people stepped in and saved it.

“By my junior year, I was working almost full time and the program itself was very rigorous,” he said. “There were about 12 of us, and since we were the first class, we were the experimental guinea pigs for sure. We had a good time – we were a rowdy bunch. But we were also very aware that a standard was being set, so we worked all the time.”

After graduation, however, Hood realized that his vision for landscape architecture required more.

“A&T gave me great skills, but as I worked my way up to the Northern cities, I saw I couldn’t get by on skills alone. I needed a liberal arts education. I had a friend who had gone to the University of California at Berkeley, and that’s where I decided to go to graduate school.”

Hood received masters degrees in both architecture and landscape architecture from the University of California, Berkeley in 1989, where he has also been a faculty member for the past 28 years. In 2013, he received a master of fine arts degree with distinction from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, focusing on sculpture and urbanism.

“When I started going up North, I started to see the environments that people like myself were living in, and the kinds of responses that we were given when we tried to make changes. Even when I came to grad school, I saw that no one was really thinking about the hard issues.

“For a while, I was perplexed by how I wanted to practice. During the ‘90s, when I started teaching, I used my research to ask questions about design and to document the world around me through writing. I turned them into fictitious landscapes that allowed me to break out of the normative thought processes. That writing became my first book, Urban Diaries.

“In that book, I was talking about issues like prostitution and homelessness. Now, 20 years later, it’s as though people have woken up and become interested in these topics, too.”

Hood’s projects range in scale, from a landscape and memorial for the International African American Museum in Charleston, S.C. to the redesign of an under-used turn lane and strategic use of topography to create Splash Pad Park in Oakland, CA. Recently, he submitted designs for a park in Winston-Salem dedicated to Peter Oliver, a freedman who worked as the potter in Old Salem and lived with his family on land across Liberty Street from the historic village. Long used for industrial buildings, the land has recently been rezoned as park space. Evidence of the Oliver family’s presence was found in the village’s records dating to the 1700s; actual archeological evidence at the site has mostly been erased by years of development.

“A lot of our past has been literally scraped clean. One thing I can do is unearth these identities, these spaces, so that people can see how we all contribute together,” said Hood, who addressed the issue of resurrecting “lost” people and their contributions in his 2020 book Black Landscapes Matter.

A piece of history that Hood misses on A&T’s campus is historic, huge Scott Residence Hall. Once A&T’s largest dorm, it was the scene of a clash between A&T students and the National Guard in May, 1969 that resulted in the death of one student. Other students were saved by a wall of Scott Hall which was scarred by 50 bullets when the National Guard fired at the dorm. A memorial stands on campus.

“Campus today has lots of new, shiny stuff – those buildings could be anywhere,” said Hood, who has returned to campus and worked with the landscape architecture program several times through the years. “The connection of people to place is what’s lost. If we lose the place, we lose the memory, and we don’t even know it but we’re erasing ourselves.”

Building that sense of place and identity comes first, Hood said; from there, the work of reconciliation.

“The biggest thing is to build a foundation of reconciliation. Each generation will still be living a fiction if we don’t reconcile the past,” he said. “Landscape architecture can help with that. I may not live to see it, but it can.”
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**Crucifer Production – hampered by the harlequin bug**

Crucifer production is hampered by many pests, including the harlequin bugs seen on the collard leaf in this photograph. The damage this insect causes reduces leaf quality and makes the greens unmarketable. CAES researchers seek to prevent such damage and make crucifer production (e.g. collard or kale) more profitable to growers and safer for consumption. Their goal is to do so without recourse to highly toxic pesticides, for example using resistant varieties or trap crop technology.
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North Carolina A&T State University Chancellor Harold L. Martin Sr., left, greets, Alton Thompson, Ph.D., the executive director for the Association of 1890 Research, at the start of the reception for the CAES Extension and Research Farm Pavilion ribbon cutting ceremony in September 2021. Behind them, CAES Dean Mohamed Ahmedna, Ph.D., and Richard Bonanno, Ph.D., director of N.C. State Extension, also greet each other.